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Understanding E-Consumers 

• Consumer Behaviour Online 

• Social Psychology of Social Shopping 

• The Online Exchange Process 

• Key Trends: Australian Insights and emerging economies

• The Cornerstones For Attracting Customers Online 



Consumer Behavior Online 

• Many consumer behavior principles that describe offline buyer 
behavior also apply to online behavior. Examples:

• The buying process 

• Hierarchy of effects model 

• Marketers often use: AIDA model 

• Word-of-mouth 



Consumer Behavior Online 

Consumer behavior theories for online buyer behavior 
(Exhibit 7.2, p192) 

Social Shopping (Networked shopping) 

Social shopping harnesses the human capacity for social 
learning 

Social shopping tools play to cognitive biases in how people 
are influenced by people when shopping 



The Social Consumer Decision Journey



Social Psychology of Social Commerce 

Six Heuristics (mental rules of thumb) when 
we are out shopping 



Six Pillars of Social Commerce

• Heuristic Number 1: Social 
Proof – follow the crowd

• During the new customer journey
(aka the decision making cycle), a 
consumer may find themselves at 
a point of indecision. When 
consumers are uncertain of what 
to do next, social proof kicks in to 
see what others are doing or have 
done.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/briansolis/5909243790/in/photostream/




Six Pillars of Social Commerce

• Heuristic Number 2: Authority – the 
guiding light

• Authority in social media is not only 
related to commerce, but it is the very 
source of how interest graphs take 
shape. During the dynamic customer 
journey, authorities rise as the sherpas
to guide in effective decision making. 

• In Edelman’s recent Trust Barometer
report, academics and experts topped 
the list for trust and credibility (66%), 
followed by a technical expert at a 
company (66%).

http://www.briansolis.com/2011/02/the-interest-graph-on-twitter-is-alive-studying-starbucks-top-followers/
http://trust.edelman.com/trust-download/infographic-trust-in-media/


Six Pillars of Social Commerce

• Heuristic Number 3: Scarcity- less 
is more
• A function of supply and demand, 

greater value is assigned to the 
resources that are, or perceived to be, 
less available. Driven by the fear of 
loss or the stature of self-expression, 
consumers are driven by the ability to 
participate as members in exclusive 
deals. 



Six Pillars of Social Commerce

• Heuristic Number 4: Liking – builds 
bonds and trust 
• There’s an old saying in business, 

people do business with people they 
like. And, nothing is truer than that 
statement in social media. Revisiting 
the Edelman Trust Barometer, the 
third most trusted person is someone 
like yourself/peers (65%). We have a 
natural inclination to emulate those 
we like, admire, find attractive as 
these attributes also contribute to the 
“guilt by association” impression of 
self-identity.



Six Pillars of Social Commerce

• Heuristic Number 5: 
Consistency
• When faced with uncertainty, 

consumers tend not to take 
risks. Rather, they prefer to 
stay consistent with beliefs or 
past behavior. When these do 
not line up in the decision 
making cycle, consumers 
tend to feel cognitive 
dissonance or true 
psychological discomfort.



Six Pillars of Social Commerce

• Heuristic Number 6: Reciprocity –
pay it forward
• Perhaps the greatest asset in social 

capital is that of benevolence. It’s 
easy to get caught up in a cycle of 
paying it backward, where we expect 
to be paid or rewarded for our 
goods, services, or actions. 

http://www.briansolis.com/2011/02/behaviorgraphics-discovering-the-me-in-social-media/




• Individual characteristics include 
demography, attitude towards technology, 
online skill and experience and goal 
orientation





Exchange Outcomes

Connect, Create, Enjoy



Exchange Outcomes

Learn, Trade and Give



Media Multitasking 

The rapid development and evolution of 
entertainment and technology enables the 
users/consumers to use mobile devices whenever 
they want. The term “Media Multitasking” comes 
in view when someone is using 2 or more type of 
media content simultaniously



Media multitasking



Result

Based on a review of 49 studies, the present meta-analysis showed that 
multitasking had negative effects on cognitive outcomes but had 
positive effects on attitudinal outcomes. In addition, this meta-analysis 
showed that user control, task relevance, task contiguity, and age were 
significant moderators of multitasking effects on cognitive outcomes
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